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1. Let us consider a quasi-linear self-contained system with two degrees 
of freedom of the form 

xi” + qxi = pLFi (Xl, x,, Xl’, x2’, p) (i = 1, 2) (1.1) 

The function Fi Is analytic In Its arguments and p Is a small parameter. 
1t Is assumed that the frequencies IU~ and cu2 are incommensurable. 

As Is known [l], the syetem (1.1) can be obtained by mean8 of a linear 
transformation from a quasi-linear system of general form, the generating 
svstem (u - 0) of which Is a conservative system with potential energy repre- 
s&ted ih a diflnlte poeltl~e quadratic form. 

The Initial conditions are assumed as follow8 Cl] 

21 (0) = A, + B, 21’ (0) = 0, 22 (0) = rp, 

The quantities 6, cp and # are fu?ctlo”8 of p 

: 

x2' (0) = 1c, 11.2) 

which are expandable 
In Integral, and 6 In some cases fractlonal powera of the parameter, and 
vanishing for u I 0 . Furthermore, It la assumed that (O and 1 depend 
also On Ao+ 13 . Thu8, we have 

The periodic solution of the system (1.1) with 
can be expressed In the form 

2‘1 (L) = (A0 + P) ros at + i [CI" (t) + 
dC,, @I 
-zl;P+ 

?I=, - 

period T,* = 2n / co1 -b a* 

m 

Xa (t) = cp COs o2t + $ sin cod + 2 
[ 

C2,, (t) + !!S&i;j+...] p” (1.3) 
71L=l 

1106 
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The functions C,,(t) depend on all initial conditions and, consequently, 
are composite functions of Ao+ B . The derivatives of these functions with 
respect to A0 are computed by taling th 8 fact into consideration. The 
functions C,,(t) for e = 0 are determSned according to Formulas 

Let us introduce new functions 

Dn(+ C,,(t)+p,COsoat +~sinort 

Then the values of the quantities B,.(t) in the expanded form will be 

&I (t) = Pi (210, ~0, ~10’r QO’~ 0) 

etc. j115) 

The subscript 0 In the F, derivatives indicates that for II - 0 , ln- 
stead of xl, xa, x1*, x** and CI , the values of these quantlties,*l.e. 
x10 9 XP * x10.1 xao l and 0 should be substituted into the derivatives. 

In order to represent the solution as a series in v with coefficients 
whose period T,= 2n/11~ is independent of n the tr~sfor~t~on of time 
18 utilized. To retain the solution in the f&m (1.3)* the coefficients of 

t 

this transformation mu& be functions of Ao+ B . Therefore,,the transforma- 
tion will be in the form 

t=,[,+$ ] N,(Ao+p)pn =hz (l.Q 
?I=1 

For a system with a single degree of freedom the values of the.coeffici- 
ents N, for B = 0 are given in [23. In the present case we have 

NI = & Cli(h), Na=A%[41.(Tl)+ N&h" VI)] etc, (1.7) 

Using the substitution (1.6) we get 

x*(t) = li(hT)=zi(z), 

The system (1.1) becomes 

x'(S=z&- 

Zi" +h%fZi =*@aF$ (Z,. 22, Z1' +, ZP’+ * fb) 

This system can also be expressed as 

Zi" + (JQZi = P@i(Zl, Za, Z1','2(, IL) (i = 1.2) (1.8) 
Here 

@i (Zl, 2% 2;s Z%'* P) = h’F+ (Zz* Zs, ZI’~ 9 ZS';, tL)-'yWi*Zi W) 

The solution of the system (1.8) can be expressed in the same form as that 
of the system (1.1) 

n=l 

Introducing the notation 
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then for the quantities H,,* 
place 

(7) the formulas analogous to (1.5) will take 

H*i* (z) = @'i (210, a01 ZlO', ao', 0) 

The functions C,,*(T) and C,. (7) are related as follows: 

11 
cl¶*('c) = h(7) + 

etc. (1.11) 

Analogously, for the functions C,,*(T) as well as for the quantities 
H,,*(T) the corresponding formulas can be written. It is not difficult to 
show that 

Cl,,* (T,) = M,, (1.12) 

The values of the quantities M, for a single degree of freedom are given 
In [23. In the present case 

Ml = Cn(Tl), Ma= Cla(Tl)+ etc. (1.13) 

Proceeding from the Initial condition z,"(O) I 0 , it Is easy to see that 

c,**'(Tl)= 0 (1.14) 

Since this equality Is fulfilled identically, the derivatives of any order 
of C,.*'(I;) with respect to A,, are also equal to zero. 

Let us investigate the stability of the periodic solutions of system 
(l.!j with period T with the assumption that and UJ 
ble. We will consid& the cases when the equatl% deflni& 

are lncommensura' 
the amplitude A0 

cl,* (Tl) = Cl, (Tl) = 0 (2.1) 

has not only simple, but also double and triple roots. 

We construct the equations in variations for the system (1.8). We have 

aa$ &Di au+ &I$, 
az,Yl+JgYs+~Yi+~Ya 1 (i = 1,2) (2.2) 

At the same time It Is assumed that in the functions 
the periodic solution ~~(7) and ~~(7) with the period 
tlon of the equations in variations will be sought in the form [3] 

yi(r)=earu(r), Ya(t) = earv (r) (2.3) 

where U(T) and U(T) are periodic fUnCtiOnS of T with period T,, while 
Q is the characteristic exponent. Substituting (2.3) for ~~(7) and ~~(7) 
In Equations (2.2), we will obtain the equations for determination of the 
functions u(T) and U(T) as well as the characteristic exponent a 

u” + 2av’ + (aa + &J) v = p 

The fUIlCtiOI-lS U(T) and U(T) as well as the characteristic exponent a 
can be expanded In series In lnte&al or fractloM1 powers of )1 . 

Since the frequencies of the generating system are equal to % and %t 
the roots of the corresponding fundamental equation [31 are equal to * twl 



and f Ouu, . 
the first two 
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For a periodic solution of the system (1.8), with period T1, 
roots are critical and the second not critical. 

camp te the characteristic exponent o(l) for the critical roots. 3. Let UB 

Note that In expanding this exponent In p the constant term can be omitted. 
This follows from the fact that the quantity 

_+r = &io,r = cos oiz f i sino,T 

Is a periodic function of T with period IT, and, consequently, can be 
Included In the function U(T) and u(7) . 

Let lt8 first consider the case when the periodic solution of the genera- 
ting system Is expanded In power series In ,J.L'/*.‘ We have 

& = a,, I i.kl/* + alp + a,,, paI2 + - . - 

u(l) (‘F) = uo (z) + CL”’ u,/* (f) + pw (7) + - * - (3.1) 

u(l) (7) = vo(z) + lL%/*(Z) + w(z) + ** * 

Let p - 0 In Equations (2.4). We have 

Uo" + Ol%LI = 0, vg)' + OZ%JO = 0 

Hence 
uQ (T) = P, cos ml% + Q,, sin olz, vc (%) = 0 (3.21 

Equating to each other terms with ~4 In Equations (2.4), we have 

u:;, + o,%,, = --,,*a,', v,;, + CQV,,, = 0 

It follows from the perlodlclty conditions of the function us,,(~) that 
alA = 0 (3.3) 

where this Is a double root. Thus we obtain 

al,,* (z) = P,,zcos olz + Q,,*sin 0~7, VI/, (7) = 0 (3.4) 

Furthermore, In (2.4) we equate the terms with W In first power. After 
certain transformations we get 

~1" +o1%=PoK1(++ Q&I (4 
aah ( 1 

1 
VI” + ~a%=Po a ,,- Qo;qool 

aa -_ ( 1 ar o 
Here 

C (r) = (asJ, + 2alw sin olr, 

The perlodlclty conditions for 

TI 

s 
[POh’l (T) + 

0 
lead to Equations 

the function ~~(7) 

QoL WI dr = 0 

(3.51 

(3.6) 

PO (olgg - 24 = 0, 

Two solutions are possible for these 

OF 

QO (- 2nal) = 0 

equations 

Qo=O 

a, = 0, PO = 0 

Here and In what follows the absence of the argument In the 0,. functions 
or their derivatives means that these functions or their derivatives are 
evaluated at 7 = Tl. 
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The functions ~~(7) 1s defined by Formula 

ul(~)=Plcoso1~ -j Qt.sinolt + PO - alzcoshl~t - 
I 

-Q&G& &l*'(T)+ alzsin 01r 
1 (3.9) 

Here the terms proportlonal to sin wl? with coefficients independent of 
? , which must be placed-in parentheses at PO and Co , are included in 
Q1sln WIT . 

The general solution of the second equation In (3.5) Is 

d&l* (4 
vl* (t) = RI cos 02.r + S1 sin mat + PO -g-jg-- + 

1 
+Q- O Am [ 

-&Hal* (0) sin Q&T-&,1*'(Z) 
I 

Choosing the arbitrary constants ~~ and & In a definite manner, we can 
obtain a periodic solution with the period TX 

d4* (z) 1 

VI(Z) = PO yj-jq- - Qo K h*' (4 (3.10) 

Next, the equation for U%,,(T) is constructed. After a number of trans- 
formations we get 

U$ -I- Ol%/, = J'oK,J4 + QoL,~W + Pa12fW) + Q,/$I ('1 

The f'ollowlng notation 1% used here: 

jTS,2(z) = A,,*(~)~ + ZU~,,W sin QIS 

La,a @) = - Aowl ““[(~)*-$(~)~-2a~,*o*cosol~ 

The perlodlclty conditions lead to Equations 

dWll* 

a’ dA# - - 21KyE 

QO (A,,* 2 s - Zra,/,J - Q,,,, 2nal= 0 

I dCl1 
If W=KG, then Qo=O and consequently 

If aI= 0, then PO= 0 and consequently 

1 Aa/* dCl1 _ 0 
-- ---, 

a% - T1 A0 dAo 
pyz = 0 

(3.11) 

(3.32) 

(3.13) 

since for dC,1 f dA, # 0 we have Aila = 0. 

Finally, the equation for ~~(7) Is constructed. Here it Is assumed that 
dCllfd~lo -II 0 and, consequently, Q,= 0 . After quite unwieldy tranaforma- 
tlons there results 
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The periodlcity conditions lead to Equations 

d&a* 
+or dAo --22da2 + 

) 

+ Px,* (A,,, 01 ‘GAS - 2navs) = 0 

+ 2 &a* (Tl) - 24 - Q,!, 2m,s = 0 

For the first branch of the characteristic exponent we obtain 

For the second branch we have 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

since the expression In the parentheses is equal to Zero in view of the equa- 
tion [2] which determines the coefficient A,,,. 

The subsequent coefficients of the a(l) expansion were not evaluated. 
Thus, we have 

&) _ _A__ d3 d%l a,, 

- T1 dAop+A1/,dAdp + ( fAl,;$$+~ls +z)p+...] (3.17) 

for the first branch and a (l)=O for the second branch of the characteristic 
exponent corresponding to the critical roots of the fundamental equation. 

4. For triple roots of Equation (2.1) it is possible to have periodic 
solutions of the system (1.8) with a period 
s$‘;sS ~;eg~‘,,;~;e,r$$(;) P1’kd 

T, which are represented by 
In this case the chara’cterlstlc exponent 

powers of P’l;_ For example, 
$) (7) can also be expanded in series in 

a(l) = a,,, p1j8 + a% I”‘~ + alp + - . . (4.1) 
Computing the coefficients of this series by the method analogous to the 

previous one, and taking Into account the fact that In the present case 

dCl1 d2Gl -=- 
dAo_ dA,,l =’ 

we will obtain for both branches of the characteristic exponent 

a ,,s = u,,, = a, 1s = 0 

For the first branch we will also have 

(4.2) 

The subsequent coefficients of u,,/~ were not computed. 

for5ihe 
Let us turn now to the calculation of the characteristic exponent & 

noncritical roots of the fundamental equation in system (1.8). ‘We 
will InvesLigate the case when the periodic solution of this system Is 
expanded Into a power series In c,‘,~_ Then 

&V __ a0 + a ,,,, I,‘!~ i- a,p + . . . , a0 = *io2 (5.1) 

The functions 8) (r) and v@)(t) are also expanded In series of. cc’/*. 
These functions must be perloc’lc with period T1 
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From Equation (2.4) for v P 0 we obtain 

u*" + .zu,u,' + (CQ - cQ)ao = 0, I&" -i- 2u,Vlj' = 0 (5.2) 

We seek the solution of these equations in the Form 

ug (2) = Uqims, u0 (t) = V()fF 

Substituting these expressions Into (5.2), we find 

ml = * (ol - OS), m, = T (@I + OS), nl = 0, na = F 2% (5.3) 

Thus, Equations (5.2) have the followinn solution satisfying the require- 
ments of periodlclty: 

a0 (a) = 0, uo (@ = vo (5.4) 
The consideration of the system of equations for u,,*(T) and Q,,(Z) leads 

to the following results: 

?f, - - 0, U'/$ 0) = 0, *I//, W = Kip (5.5) 

Furthermore, we construct the equation for %(T1 

VI1 + 2a9Vl’ = [- 2aocr1-t (z), +a0 ($$$),3 00 15.6) 

The periodiclty condition for the solution ~~(7) Is reduced to the absence 
of a constant term in the right-hand part of this equation. Hence we get 

Obviously, the same expression for aI will be obtained if the periodic 
solution expanded in powers of p'fs is considered. 

6. The Investigation of stability for the cases of double and triple 
roots of the amplitude equation for a quasi-linear self-contained system with 
a single degree of freedom was carried out in [4]. This work obtained\,the 
expansions for one root of the characteristic equation in powers OS piz and 
PI/'. The second root for the self-contained system Is equal to unity. The 
characteristic exponents a used In the present paper and the roots of the 
characteristic equation p are related by 

a = T-'lnp (T is the solution period) (6.1) 

Present results show that for the system with two degrees of freedom there 
exist four branches of the character'istlc exponent from which, in the case 
of Incommensurable frequencies, one branch is real and nonzero In general, 
the second branch zero and two branches complex. Since the function x,(t) 
entering into the solution of system (1.1) Is of the same form as the Solu- 

tion of a system with a le degree of freedom obtalnable by neglecting 
the second equation in the function gl(t) from the solution of the 
equations in variations for iystem (1.1) is of the same form as the solution 
of the equation in variations for a system with a single degree of freedom. 
Therefore, the first branches of the characteristic exponent for both sys- 
tems possess identical forms of expansions In integral of fractional power 
of the small parameter, Second branches In both cases are zero. 

The signs of the real parts of the characteristic exponents are determined 
for sufficiently small IJ by the first, nonzero, coefficients of the expo- 
nent expansions. Then, one of the stability conditions coincides In form 
with the corresonding condition of stability for a system with a single 
degree of freedom if this condition 
CI.(T, 1. 

C,(T,) is everywhere replaced by 
The second condition of stability Is the inequality 

(6.2) 
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This result can be easily generalized for the case of the self-contained 
auasl-linear system with n dearees of freedom when one freauencv of the 
generating system is IncommensuFable with any other frequency. Also, In 
addition to.the basic stability condition analogous to the condition for a 
single de ree of freedom, there will eslst n 
the type f 6.2). 

- 1 auxiliary conditions of 
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